
SIMPLE INVENTORY

Centara has a simple inventory module built in for small stand 
alone stores needing simple inventory count. 

The Centara Simple Inventory follows the FIFO inventory  
principle and is very easy to use, offering different stock   
locations, inventory lists and simple adjustments to volume 
and price.

Possible to manually type in cost prices upon receiving the 
order, and thereby tracking a simple version of “cost of goods 
sold”.

SIMPLE INVENTORY

Centara is one of the fastest 
point-of-sale systems on the 
market. Lower total cost of 
ownership and improved 
productivity are the main 
elements to look forward 
to when setting up Centara.  

Flexible on-screen menus and 
tailormade manager functions 
along with extensive reporting 
abilities and reliability, give 
Centara the leading edge 
managers are searching for 
when choosing a system. 

Intuitive design and user 
interface cuts down training 
time enabling managers to 
make the most of the system 
and allows for effortless sales, 
adding items or adjusting 
prices. 

The system operates on 
most known POS hardware 
and easily communicates 
with other software.

Centara favours using the underlying inventory system of the  
customer’s ERP solution, but for stand alone stores and customers 
with simple needs, Centara can offer the Simple Inventory   
module. 

Centara Simple Inventory is a stand alone solution, easy to   
monitor in regard to replenishing goods, adjusting prices and 
making simple inventory count. 

 
• Stand alone system
• Quickly assess inventory levels
• Stock look-up at POS
• Cost of goods entry and adjustments
• Rudimentary FIFO cost calculation
• Multiple store locations with single inventory per store
• Transfer items between inventory locations
• Inventory count
• Shrinkage adjustments
• Unlimited transactions
• Data analysis with BI tools
• Easy to use



RECEIVAL OF GOODS
With Centara Simple Inventory, receiving orders is made easy. 
Simply enter the quantities and adjust the cost prices if needed. 
Check to make sure the items are correct. If needed make neces-
sary corrections in the Simple Inventory.

DON’T OVER-ORDER  
If you’re a new business owner, be smart and only order what you 
expect to sell in a certain period. With Centara you can always  
analyze daily if you’re going to run out of inventory and then 
prepare reordering. Once you have a few months under your belt, 
you can use that history to determine what you’ll need to order.

INVENTORY = CASH 
The key to finding the correct inventory levels for your company 
is determining the right balance between tying up your assets in 
slow-moving inventory, and also being able to meet your   
company’s stock requirements. 

Utilize Centara’s quantitative measurements and well-considered 
forecasts in planning your inventory.

           MULTIPLE LOCATIONS

The data compilation of 
Centara offers a vast field 
of information for further 
analysis or study with 
standardized business 
intelligence   tools. 

Standard BI tools allow for 
even more comprehensive 
reports for sales accounting, 
determining the best and 
worst sales items, breakdown
of sales or other parameters
in reference to time-periods, 
staff and POS comparison.

Supermarket chains can also 
collate reports from various 
locations and send to head-
quarters. This can be done 
daily or more frequently. CENTARA 
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